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2•Gutenberg-Richter law:
   
•Omori law
•Productivity law
•PDF of fault lengths
•Fractal/multifractal structure of fault networks   ζ(q), f(α)
•PDF of seismic stress sources
Statistical laws of seismicity
Is the distribution of inter-earthquake times revealing new physics?
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(Alvaro Corral)
Is the distribution of recurrence times 
revealing new physics?
5Inter-event time probability density
(Alvaro Corral)
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Molchan, G. M. (2005), Interevent time distribution of seismicity: A theoretical approach,
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For two regions:
This leads to
(incompatible with the data)
Probability of no earthquake in time τ
8For two regions:
This leads to
(Saichev-Sornette, JGR 2007)
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Epidemic Type Aftershock Sequence (ETAS)
Model proposed by Kagan and Knopoff  [1981, 1987] and Ogata [1988]
• each earthquake can be both a mainshock, an aftershock and a
foreshock
• each earthquake triggers aftershocks according to the Omori law,
that in turn trigger their own aftershocks
• the number of aftershocks triggered by a mainshock depends on the
mainshock magnitude :
•  aftershock magnitudes follow the Gutenberg-Richter distribution,
independently of the time and of the mainshock magnitude
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ETAS model
(self-excited Hawkes-type conditional Poisson process)
 is the global law
also an Omori
law ?
 pglobal # plocal ?
Rate of aftershocks predicted by the ETAS model
(Helmstetter and Sornette,
2002-2004)
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Probability of absence of events in [t, t+τ]:
Mean-field approximation:
Inter-event time distribution :
Simplified Model of the Impact of the
Omori-Utsu Law on the PDF of Inter-event Times
recovers the
generalized
Molchan’s
argument
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GPF of the random number R(t, τ, m) of
observable events within the time interval [t, t + τ]
Generating probability function (GPF)
where P(r, t, m) be the probability that the number R(t, τ, m) 
of observable events is equal to r.
Example of application:
(Saichev-Sornette, JGR 2007)
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The GPF formalism uses optimally the independence between the
different branches.
This results from the linear structure of the conditional Poisson rates.
Generation 1: random number R1 of daughters described by a
probability function associated with the GPF G1(z).
Generation 2: random number R2 of daughters of events of
generation1 also described by a probability function associated with
the GPF G1(z).
The probability function of the total number of triggered events is
described by
Summing over all generations, the GPF G(z) of the total number of
events over all generations satisfies the functional equation
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Results of GPF calculation:
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Result: 
γ=b/α
Result of our theory:
Corral (2004):
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21Plots of the PDF (55) of the scaled recurrence times x for θ = 0.03, γ = 1.2, n = 0.9 and for
different magnitude thresholds m-m0 = 2, 4, 6.
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PDF of Recurrence Times for Multiple Regions: Accounting
for Kossobokov and Mazhkenov (1988) and Bak et al.’s
[2002] Empirical Analysis
Principle of statistical self-similarity: if the branching ratios ni and the linear size
Li of different regions are identical, then the seismic rates can be written
with iid PDF
1. Assumption: fractal spatial organization of the subset of spontaneous events
2. Fractal geometry translates into the PDF E(u) of source activity.
3. Duality between two reciprocal random variables.
• The first random variable is the area S(k) occupied by k spontaneous
events which occurred during a fixed time interval of duration t.
• The second random variable k(S) is the inverse function of S(k), which is
nothing but the random number of spontaneous events within the given
area S.
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df=2-χ
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(df=1.8)
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1. The so-called universal scaling laws of interevent times do not reveal more
information than what is already captured by the well-known laws of seismicity
(Gutenberg-Richter and Omori-Utsu, essentially), together with the assumption that
all earthquakes are similar (no distinction between foreshocks, main shocks and
aftershocks).
2. This conclusion is reached by a combination of analyses,
• generalization of Molchan’s [2005] argument,
• simple models of triggered seismicity taking into account the Omori-Utsu law,
• detailed study of what the ETAS model with the GPF formalism.
3. Formalism of generating probability functions allowed us to derive analytically
specific predictions for the PDF of recurrence times between earthquakes in a
single homogeneous region as well as for multiple regions.
4. Our theory account quantitatively precisely for the empirical power laws found by
Bak et al. [2002] and Corral [2003, 2004a].
5. The empirical statistics of inter-event times result from subtle crossovers rather than
being genuine asymptotic scaling laws.
6. Universality does not strictly hold.
• Generalization to conditional PDF and higher-order statistics
• Non-linear theory
Applications to inter-events in geo-events in general and in other fields
(financial shocks, epileptic seizures, and so on)
Main results
